Attending Perspectives in Assistive Technology

Driving Directions, Finding Parking, and Locating the Classroom

(I’m providing the simplest directions, which are not necessarily the fastest or the shortest.)

Taking 101:

1. Take 101 toward Palo Alto, get off at Embarcadero Rd westbound
2. Cross Alma and El Camino Real, Embarcadero Rd turns into Galvez St

3. Make a right turn onto Campus Dr
4. Follow Campus Dr loop to Santa Teresa St

5. Make a left turn at Santa Teresa (it is a roundabout) and proceed towards Lomita Dr.
6. Your destination is the Thornton Center
7. This map shows parking options: a parking lot, along Roble Dr and further down along Santa Teresa St.

- The parking lot at Santa Teresa St no longer exists.
- Roble Dr is one-way toward Santa Teresa.
- The Terman Engineering Center has been torn down, only the cooling pond remains.
- These parking spaces no longer exist.
8. Cross Santa Teresa and make your way to the Thornton Center. There is a breezeway in the middle of the building flanked by two staircases. Walk between the staircases. The classroom is on the left, past the elevator – Room 110.

9. The classroom is through the double doors, Ladies room is on the left.
Taking 280:

1. Take 280 toward Palo Alto, get off at Sand Hill Rd eastbound
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2. Proceed on San Hill Rd until you reach Santa Cruz Ave, make a right turn
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3. Immediately get into the left lane and make a left turn onto Junipero Serra Blvd.

4. Make a left turn on Campus Drive West
5. Proceed to Santa Teresa St and make a right turn (it is a roundabout)

Stanford Vicinity map at: https://www.google.com/maps/@37.4265567,-122.1764775,14z

6. Proceed towards Lomita Dr and follow directions from #6 above (Taking 101) on Page 6